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THE TWO WORDS came naturally, as if whispered to me by the cocktail gods: gin and
tonic. Drink name and recipe in one.

It was my beverage of choice when I arrived in New York many summers ago. To a 22-
year-old excited by the prospect of frequenting bars that seemed kegs and kegs away
from the beer-and-shot-soaked college spots he’d left behind just a month prior, it was
an exotic beverage. Not vodka; gin. Not soda; tonic. This, friends, was a drink for grown-
ups.

Occasionally, if I felt the need to impress a date, I would call for a fancy gin brand, of
which, in 2001, there were only a handful, compared to the dozens we have now.
(“Sapphire & Tonic” was a common refrain that summer.)

This
drink
has
long
been
taken
for

granted as a simple highball, something to cool the masses—the breezier cousin of a
proper cocktail like a Manhattan or Martini—but as Simon Ford of Fords Gin

pointed out to me, it conforms perfectly to the cocktail’s original 1806 definition: liquor,
sugar, water and bitter. Certainly, the concoction deserves more respect and
contemplation than your everyday vodka/whiskey soda.

And lately it’s been receiving it, on both sides of the Atlantic. In Spain, where it is known
as “gin tonic,” the drink is lovingly served in wine goblets filled with ice as well as
various fruit and herbal accoutrements to perfectly complement the botanicals in your
choice of gin. In the U.S., the intricate Spanish-style G&T has worked its way onto the
menus of several of José Andrés’s restaurants from Miami to Los Angeles, as well as
Ibero-centric restaurants like New York’s Cata, which offers a selection of more than 20.

At the Betty, in Chicago, a G&T is served almost as ceremoniously as English afternoon
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tea. A
small

pitcher of gin arrives on a platter alongside a Collins glass of ice, a bottle of tonic, citrus
juice and a small bottle of bitters so you can tweak the drink to your liking. And at
craftier bars, it’s not uncommon to find yourself confronted by a choice of multiple
brands of tonic (whose flavors range from mild and elegant to powerfully bitter), house-
made tonics or tonic syrups made with a variety of botanicals that add surprising depth
to the drink. Many of these take on the tea-like color and signature bitter flavor
imparted by quinine-filled cinchona bark. This must be closer to what tonic looked like
in the mid-1800s, when the quinine was used for its anti-malarial properties.
Fortunately the only thing most of us call on the drink to battle today is the heat.

To
me,
the
G&T
still

represents the same thing it did when I embraced it in my 20s: simple sophistication.
But this time around, when the ingredients on offer are so much more nuanced in
themselves, one plus one always equals more than two.

Boost the Booze

Want to keep things simple? Grab a Beefeater London Dry, the navy suit of gins—timeless,
pleasing to all. But the beauty of this drink is that you need only a new bottle to change
things up. Here are nine newish gins to help you hit refresh.

To many, the G&T is all about the juniper of a London dry emanating through the citrus
and bitter of a tonic. Want even more of the botanical that makes a gin a gin? Try the
juniper bomb that is the new Tanqueray Bloomsbury (45% ABV, $33) when it becomes
available in early July. For something rich and warming with a touch of licorice and
nutmeg, go for Portobello Road Gin No. 171 (42% ABV, $32), one of the UK’s most
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popular new gins. Fords Gin (45% ABV, $28) is beautifully balanced with just the right
level of friendly citrus notes to keep you sipping and sipping.

One of many newly available throwback gins, Plymouth Navy Strength (57%, $50)
packs a high-proof wallop and stands up to even the most intense tonic syrups (see more
on those below). The Spanish Xoriguer Gin (40% ABV, $35) offers more than a whiff of
citrus zest, which explains why many on the island of Menorca, where it’s been distilled
since the early 20th century, drink it with lemonade. And before there was London dry,
there was Old Tom, a maltier style. Anchor Old Tom Gin (45% ABV, $30) surprises in a
G&T, bringing sweetness to the drink that plays nice with the usual acidity and
herbaceousness.

Innovative gins that venture beyond the traditional botanicals can give surprising new
dimensions to your G&T. Dorothy Parker Gin (44% ABV, $30) comes across as
distinctively elderberry-forward and floral. Citadelle Reserve Gin Solera (44% ABV,
$35) is aged in seven different types of casks to produce a gin with a huge range of
flavors, from marzipan to yuzu-like citrus, that somehow all work together. St. George
Terroir (45% ABV, $30), flavored with native pine and herbs gathered on Mt. Tam in
Northern California, makes a G&T taste like a dewy walk through the woods before the
sun burns off the fog.

Don’t Forget About the T in G&T
Think you don’t like gin and tonics? Chances are you’ve been

stuck with overly sweet tonic bearing an uncomfortable resemblance to Sprite. Opting for
a more finely crafted tonic can be revelatory.

Big Tonic, Little Bottle

As sweet as it is bracingly bitter, Fentimans swings big with its botanicals. A bold tonic if
ever there was one, this is the mixer to pair with the more powerful gins on the shelf.

Go Seriously Retro

From left: Anchor Old Tom Gin, Xoriguer Gin and Plymouth Navy Strength PHOTO: F. MARTIN RAMIN/THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL, STYLING BY ALEJANDRA SARIMENTO

Dare to Deviate

From left: Citadelle Reserve Gin Solera, St. George Terroir and Dorothy Parker Gin PHOTO: F. MARTIN RAMIN/THE WALL
STREET JOURNAL, STYLING BY ALEJANDRA SARIMENTO
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The Desert Island Tonic

Fever Tree delivers an archetypal tonic balance between bitter, sweet and sour with
more than enough oomph to hold its own with most any gin you choose.

The Gin Whisperer

Subtle Q Tonic has the least sweetness of the lot, and its Champagne-esque bubbles go
on forever. The bitterness is low-key. In general, this tonic steps to the side to let your
gin shine through.

Turn Up (or Down) the Tonic
The benefit of mixing tonic syrup directly into a cocktail: You

can modulate the flavor simply by increasing or decreasing syrup. Just add gin and soda
water. And you don’t need to “know a guy” to get these. They’re all easily purchased online.

Jack Rudy Elderflower Tonic Syrup ($9) hits the quinine and elderflower hard,
making for a bold, bitter, floral addition to a G&T. Much more citrusy than bitter,
Yeoman Tonic Syrup by Small Hands Foods ($12) was made specifically to complement
Beefeater gin. Five by Five Tonic Syrup ($15) gets its bitterness from gentian instead of
the usual cinchona, for a mellow flavor filled out with hops and citrus. Thrasher’s Tonic
Syrup ($12) may cause you to forget the gin—it’s that good. Think lemongrass soda.

Goose the Garnish
While lime is a ubiquitous (and visually pleasing) garnish, it

can sometimes overpower a gin. Lemon, on the other hand, is generally more subtle.
When it comes to gin garnishes, you almost can’t go wrong with what the brands
recommend—they know their products better than anyone else, after all. (We’ll save you
some Googling: lime for Tanqueray; lemon for Beefeater and Fords; cucumber for
Hendrick’s; grapefruit for Portobello Road.) And if you want to get crafty on your own,
play with botanicals: some peppercorn, a touch of coriander, or a sprig of rosemary or
mint can add a new dimension to a drink. Or, forgo the garnish altogether. You’d be
surprised how delicious a naked G&T can be.

From left: Fentimans tonic, Fever Tree tonic and Subtle Q tonic PHOTO: F. MARTIN RAMIN/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL,
STYLING BY ALEJANDRA SARIMENTO

From left: Jack Rudy Elderflower Tonic Syrup, Five by Five Tonic Syrup, Yeoman Tonic Syrup and Thrasher’s Tonic Syrup
PHOTO: F. MARTIN RAMIN/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, STYLING BY ALEJANDRA SARIMENTO
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Pay Attention to the Pro
Moves
Why is a G&T at the bar
generally better than the one
you make at home? There are
only two ingredients, right? As
always, details count.

Chill your glasses and tonic.
Dilution is the enemy of the
G&T, and a chilled glass and
tonic will slow down the melt.
(Generally, you want the gin to
dilute a bit, so don’t chill that.)

Don’t skimp on the ice. Packing your glass with as many
cubes as possible will help keep things cool.

Tweak it to your liking. Many finer bars, like the Betty in Chicago and the Varnish in
L.A., serve a bottle of tonic alongside the glass so the drinker can opt for more G or more
T. One part gin to 2 parts tonic is the general rule of thumb, but every gin and every
drinker is different.

Extra Credit // Make Your Own Tonic
The best tonic I’ve tasted came out of a soda siphon at PX in

Alexandria, Va. Here, owner Todd Thrasher shares his recipe. You can find cinchona
bark online at zooscape.com. (If you’re feeling lazy, you can just buy the syrup at
store.societyfair.net.)

Make tonic syrup: Bring 2 cups water to a boil in a large pot over medium heat. Add ½
cup sugar and whisk to dissolve. Add 2 tablespoons honey, 1 stalk lemongrass, finely
chopped, ½ tablespoon dried lavender and 2 tablespoons cinchona bark powder,
whisking until well combined. Reduce heat to low and simmer until reduced by half.
Strain through a fine-mesh sieve, then through a fine-mesh coffee filter, then through a
paper coffee filter. Chill in refrigerator. Stir in ½ ounce fresh lemon juice without pulp
and 5 ounces fresh lime juice without pulp.

Make tonic: Combine 10 ounces club soda and 4 ounces tonic syrup in a soda siphon
and proceed according to manufacturer’s instructions.
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